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HIDDEN POCKET IN JACKET LINING

1. �  
Measure and mark 4” from bottom edge along princess seam of front facing; then measure and mark 
another 5” from the first marking (9” from bottom edge). 

2. �  
Using either fusible bias tape or fusible interfacing, attach a strip along the section of the princess 
seam allowance where the pocket opening will be on both pieces (front facing and side front), press to 
fuse in place. This will give added stability to the pocket opening. The strip should fit within the seam 
allowance and not beyond.
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3. �  
Sew princess seam (front facing to front side lining) using 2.5 mm stitches until you get to the first 
marking, back stitch, then change stitch size to 4 - 4.5 mm - stitch until you get to the second marking, 
back stitch, then finish seam using 2.5 mm stitches. (The backstitching is done away from the pocket 
opening to keep seam above and below the pocket from coming apart.) Press seam open. 

4. �  
Lay zipper (I’d recommend an 8” zipper to allow ample space for sewing it in), face down on open 
seam (position so that both ends of zipper extend equally beyond the 4” and 9” markings - with zipper 
closed (be sure you have a zipper foot on your machine at this point) stitch from just beyond the 
first marking to just beyond the second marking (backstitching at the beginning and end of stitching) 
on the front facing seam allowance;  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�  
then open zipper mid way and stitch other side to the side front seam allowance - stitch slowly past 
the zipper slide (you may have to skirt around it but you will be able to stitch a straight seam once 
the basting along the pocket opening is opened). 
 

5. �  
Remove basting stitching holding the pocket opening closed (the reason for moving the zipper slide is 
so that you can actually reach it through the opening!). Trim zipper at either end. On right side, either 
by hand or by machine, stitch the top and bottom of the pocket opening (so that slide can’t come off).  

6. Take one side of pocket - align the bottom and seam edge - right side of pocket to zipper tape on the 
front facing, stitch a 3/8” wide seam leaving 5/8” unstitched at either end (this is where you will be 
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sewing the two pocket pieces together).  Attach the second side of the pocket to the zipper tape/side 
front seam allowance using a 3/8” seam allowance and leaving 5/8” unstitched at either end.  
 

7. �  
Open out the two pocket pieces and press, then lay both pocket pieces together pressing them both 
to the front side. stitch a 3/8” seam around the pocket curve.  

8. Attach the organza pocket stay to the top curve of the pocket; lay flat, then stitch to the armscye (arm 
hole), press flat. The stay will keep the pocket from collapsing when there are objects in it. 

9. Now align the bottom edge of pocket with the bottom edge of the front side panel and stitch pocket 
bottom and side front together. Press.  

10. �  
Turn the front right side up on the ironing board and press the assembly flat. 

11. You’re done.


